
Economy falls hard and then flatlines, a scenario dreaded by everyone. It's Japan's lost 
decade all over again. Interest rates are near zero. Stock markets go on a deep very long 
slump. Spending dries up. Stagflation arrives. Stocks continue to dive. Fear sets in, 
savings increase, investment does not.

A double-dip recession. Thuings happens furiously and fast. Paul Krugman is in this camp. 
It's a V, followed by another V, oops!

The best type of recovery: Economy goes down the tubes, then recovers like a rocket. Low 
unemployment bolsters consumer confidence and consumer spending. Capital spending 
bounces back as capacity expands to meet demand, so investment is high,. Bargain 
hunters pour back into the markets. Rich on paper due to their stocks appreciation, 
investors spend on new houses, cars, furnishings, and apparel, and of course consumers 
continue to rack up credit card debt. Have you seen this scenario before?V
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A gradual fall followed by a gradual recovery which takes longer and is difficult. Growth 
continues but at a slower pace. Consumer confidence is low, unemployment rate is high, 
corporate earnings are poor, there is over capacity. Every one saves a little more and cuts 
back investment and spending. Rallies happen on the stock market, but market still goes 
down slowly. After capitulation, an upward trend develops in the market. There is light at 
the end of the tunnel. Things slowly improve.

Economy falls hard and then bounces. Government stimulus package causes sudden 
increase in spending. Because the stimulus is artificial, interest rates remain near zero. 
Some stimulus continues in order to keep things stable. New spending dries up. Stocks 
go nowhere. Unemployment gets stuck at stubbornly high levels.

Inverted square root: Economy bounces hard due to stimulus packages; stimulus then 
ceases. Economy then drops off a cliff again.

Inverted square root: economy falls, falls and keeps falling?

THE SHAPES OF THE ECONOMIC RECOVERY
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